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Marriage To Claim His Twins
In this electric follow-up to Newbery Medal–winner The Crossover, soccer, family, love, and
friendship take the field as twelve-year-old Nick learns the power of words as he wrestles with
problems at home, stands up to a bully, and tries to impress the girl of his dreams. Like
lightning/you strike/fast and free/legs zoom/down field/eyes fixed/on the checkered ball/on the
goal/ten yards to go/can’t nobody stop you/ can’t nobody cop you . . . Nobody can stop Nick .
. . at least not on the field. Off it is a different matter. But helping him along as he deals with
bullies and problems at home are his best friend and sometimes teammate Coby, and The
Mac, a rapping librarian who gives Nick inspiring books to read. This heartfelt novel-in-verse by
poet Kwame Alexander bends and breaks as it captures all the thrills and setbacks, action and
emotion of a World Cup match!
Step into a world of sophistication and glamour, where sinfully seductive heroes await you in
luxurious international locations. Passion has a double price...
Petra is betrothed–to rich, eligible Sheikh Rashid. But she plans to ruin her reputation so
Rashid won't want her. Blaize, a fellow guest at her hotel, agrees to be Petra's pretend
lover–though soon he's taken her virginity!
Greek billionaire Leo Christakis is convinced the drab, shapeless suits worn by Natasha are
simply a cover for the gold-digging harlot who lies beneath. Mistakenly thinking Natasha's been
stealing from his company, Leo commands her to be at his beck and call—in and out of the
bedroom. Natasha is thrown into his world of unimaginable luxury. Then Leo discovers she's
innocent—in every sense! Now she has no choice—she must become the Christakis bride!
Chronicle of a Death Foretold is a compelling, moving story exploring injustice and mob
hysteria by the Nobel Laureate Gabriel Garcia Marquez, author of One Hundred Years of
Solitude and Love in the Time of Cholera. 'On the day they were going to kill him, Santiago
Nasar got up at five-thirty in the morning to wait for the boat the bishop was coming on'
Santiago Nasar is brutally murdered in a small town by two brothers. All the townspeople knew
it was going to happen - including the victim. But nobody did anything to prevent the killing.
Twenty seven years later, a man arrives in town to try and piece together the truth from the
contradictory testimonies of the townsfolk. To at last understand what happened to Santiago,
and why. . . 'A masterpiece' Evening Standard 'A work of high explosiveness - the proper stuff
of Nobel prizes. An exceptional novel' The Times 'Brilliant writer, brilliant book' Guardian
A NEW YORK TIMES AND WASHINGTON POST NOTABLE BOOK A 2018 BEST OF THE
YEAR SELECTION OF NPR * TIME * BUSTLE * O, THE OPRAH MAGAZINE * THE DALLAS
MORNING NEWS * AMAZON.COM OPRAH’S BOOK CLUB 2018 SELECTION
LONGLISTED FOR THE 2018 NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FOR FICTION “A moving portrayal
of the effects of a wrongful conviction on a young African-American couple.” —Barack Obama
“Haunting . . . Beautifully written.” —The New York Times Book Review “Brilliant and
heartbreaking . . . Unforgettable.” —USA Today “A tense and timely love story . . . Packed with
brave questions about race and class.” —People “Compelling.” —The Washington Post “Epic . .
. Transcendent . . . Triumphant.” —Elle Newlyweds Celestial and Roy are the embodiment of
both the American Dream and the New South. He is a young executive, and she is an artist on
the brink of an exciting career. But as they settle into the routine of their life together, they are
ripped apart by circumstances neither could have imagined. Roy is arrested and sentenced to
twelve years for a crime Celestial knows he didn’t commit. Though fiercely independent,
Celestial finds herself bereft and unmoored, taking comfort in Andre, her childhood friend, and
best man at their wedding. As Roy’s time in prison passes, she is unable to hold on to the love
that has been her center. After five years, Roy’s conviction is suddenly overturned, and he
returns to Atlanta ready to resume their life together. This stirring love story is a profoundly
insightful look into the hearts and minds of three people who are at once bound and separated
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by forces beyond their control. An American Marriage is a masterpiece of storytelling, an
intimate look deep into the souls of people who must reckon with the past while moving
forward—with hope and pain—into the future.
World-famous racing driver Cristiano Maresca always spent the night before a race in the arms
of a beautiful woman… One night three years ago that woman was Kate Edwards, and her time
with Cristiano awakened her to unimaginable pleasure. But the following day the untamable
Cristiano had a near-fatal crash…and then Kate discovered she was expecting his baby…. Now
Monte Carlo is set to celebrate Cristiano's return to the track. Shivering with nerves, Kate
braves the paparazzi to find the man who set her body aflame—and tell him her scandalous
secret…. Italy's most notorious playboy has a love child!
One of Sarah’s daughters died. But can she be sure which one? *THE SUNDAY TIMES
NUMBER ONE BESTSELLING NOVEL* A terrifying psychological thriller perfect for fans of
THE GIRL ON THE TRAIN.

Annie has only her baby. But the most precious part of her life is now at risk! Falcon
Leopardi has come to claim his late half brother's child—and no one refuses the darkhearted tycoon! But back in Sicily, family duty wars with justice. Annie and her baby are
caught in the midst of a dynastic battle. The magnificent Falcon will protect Annie with
the kind of searing passion only the most powerful of Sicilians can bestow…. The
women of the sultry island will mourn: Falcon Leopardi is taking a wife!
"[Dieterich's] writing is crisp and intelligent . . . She writes about her own reckoning with
her sexuality and exploration of queer identity without becoming pat or coy, giving
readers intimate access to her fears and conflicting emotions." --NPR For as long as
she can remember, Leah has had the mysterious feeling that she’s been searching for
a twin--that she should be part of an intimate pair. It begins with dance partners as she
studies ballet growing up; continues with her attractions to girlfriends in college; and
leads her, finally, to Eric, whom she moves across the country for and marries. But her
steadfast, monogamous relationship leaves her with questions about her sexuality and
her identity, so she and her husband decide to try an open marriage. How does a
young couple make room for their individual desires, their evolving selfhoods, and their
artistic ambitions while building a life together? Can they pursue other sexual partners,
even live in separate cities, and keep their original passionate bond alive? Vanishing
Twins looks for answers in psychology, science, pop culture, art, architecture, Greek
mythology, dance, and language to create a lucid, suspenseful portrait of a woman
testing the limits and fluidities of love.
Read this fan-favourite Harlequin Presents® from USA TODAY bestselling author
Maisey Yates! Clara Davis knew the moment 'yes' slipped from her lips she was in way
over her head! Just how is she supposed to pretend to be her boss's fiancée on his
luxury honeymoon? Zack Parsons' rule 'don't date the staff' has prevented him from
ever seeing beyond Clara's baking apron. But now he's looking at her in a completely
different—rather more tempting—light. Giving in to one night of wickedness should be
enough to satisfy their new found cravings…shouldn't it?
Twice the scandal
Waiting to be rediscovered in the British Library is an ancient manuscript of the early
Church, copied by an anonymous monk. The manuscript is at least 1,450 years old,
possibly dating to the first century. And now, The Lost Gospel provides the first ever
translation from Syriac into English of this unique document that tells the inside story of
Jesus’ social, family, and political life.The Lost Gospel takes the reader on an
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unparalleled historical adventure through a paradigm shifting manuscript. What the
authors eventually discover is as astounding as it is surprising: the confirmation of
Jesus’ marriage to Mary Magdalene; the names of their two children; the towering
presence of Mary Magdalene; a previously unknown plot on Jesus’ life (thirteen years
prior to the crucifixion); an assassination attempt against Mary Magdalene and their
children; Jesus’ connection to political figures at the highest level of the Roman
Empire; and a religious movement that antedates that of Paul—the Church of Mary
Magdalene.Part historical detective story, part modern adventure, The Lost Gospel
reveals secrets that have been hiding in plain sight for millennia.
A desert prince, unescapable passion and a secret pregnancy come together in this
dramatic romance from USA Today bestselling author Lynne Graham. This dutiful
sheikh is shocked to discover his estranged wife has had not one, but two royal heirs!
Suddenly all thoughts of duty are replaced with the desire to claim her once again…
Prince Jaul of Marwan’s royal duty is to marry a suitable bride. But first he must divorce
the woman he believes betrayed him — and the only woman he’s never been able to
forget. Locating his estranged wife? Easy. The intense passion still burning between
them? Manageable. Discovering he has two royal heirs? Impossible! Chrissie
Whitaker’s beautiful twin babies were the only balm to her broken heart when her
handsome prince deserted her. But when it becomes clear that Jaul’s meddling family
were to blame for their separation, Chrissie must make a choice — protect herself from
their still-burning passion, or risk everything by returning to Marwan as Jaul’s true
Queen… From Harlequin Presents: Escape to exotic locations where passion knows no
bounds. Read both Bound by Gold stories by Lynne Graham: Book 1 — The
Billionaire’s Bridal Bargain Book 2 — The Sheikh’s Secret Babies
George and Harold, and their doubles, Yesterday George and Yesterday Harold, have
a good thing going. Two of them go to school, while the other two hide in the tree house
and play video games all day-then they switch! But when their malicious gym teacher,
Mr Meaner, creates a method of mind control that turns their fellow students into
attentive, obedient, perfect children, the future of all humanity will be in their hands!
Charley would do anything to keep her wages coming in and support her impoverished
sisters and nephews—even if that meant working in Italy for the demanding and
commanding Duke Raphael Della Striozzi…. Raphael couldn't understand why a woman
like Charley dressed in dime-store clothes. It was going to be straight off to a designer
boutique for her! But it was in Raphael's bedroom that Charlotte's complete
transformation took place—from shy, dowdy virgin to confident, beautiful…mistress!
Love… Belinda Rochester has fought to be a surrogate mother to her late sister's
embryos. But, just as success seems certain, in bursts a tall Australian cowboy, gray
eyes shadowed with emotion—he, too, has a claim on this precious life! Marriage…? This
baby offers Flynn his only hope of redemption, and he'll do anything to win
custody…even propose marriage! It's an extreme solution, and yet Belinda must admit
her convenient husband-to-be is inconveniently gorgeous. But then comes not one but…
Two babies in the baby carriage!
Seven-months-pregnant Emma Michaels had come to Texas seeking a safe haven
from her stalker. But she soon faced a greater danger from darkly handsome Flynn
Sinclair - her round-the-clock bodyguard. Though duty-bound Flynn tried to ignore their
smoldering attraction, pent-up desire soon gave way to passion.
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A woman's struggle for self-realization in contemporary Iran, a novel with "the clarity
and spare sensuousness of Persian poetry or miniature painting."-Ruth Prawer
Jhabvala When Minou Hakini marries a man of her own choosing—an intellectual and a
radical—and moves to Abadan, a thriving oil town near the Iraqi border, she imagines
her life will be adventurous and liberating. Before long, however, she becomes aware of
her husband's suspicious liaisons and dangerous activities. Her struggle to forge her
own identity as a woman in contemporary Iran is charged with passion, anger, and
finally a need to escape. “The ecstasies and disillusionments of first love are the stuff of
great tragedies and cheap romances, but Nahid Rachlin has done something else with
this familiar theme, and something more, though her style is elegantly simple . . . ”
—The New York Times Book Review ". . .Rachlin (Foreigner) tells her story with
economy and suspensefulness, weaving strands of unstable political life and sexual
secrecy--in a small, vivid closeup of life in Iran at that fateful hour, within a society that
had become its own prisoner." —Kirkus Reviews Nahid Rachlin is an Iranian-American
who lives in New York and teaches at Barnard College. She is the author of Foreigner
and The Heart's Desire, both novels, and Veils, a collection of short stories.
A night in the Italian’s bed... Now she’s pregnant with his babies!
Kate Blackwell is the symbol of success—a beautiful woman who has parlayed her
inheritance into an international conglomerate. Now, celebrating her 90th birthday, Kate
surveys the family she has manipulated, dominated, and loved: the fair and the
grotesque, the mad and the mild, the good and the evil—her winnings in life.
A royal wedding to claim his twins! To become King, Sheikh Khalil must
marry...immediately! But first a mind-blowing whirlwind night with India McCarthy that
neither can resist! When India reveals she’s pregnant, can a ring secure his
crown...and his heirs?
In his hand was a contract to prove she owed him thousands... And she was
penniless... With her last pennies in her pocket, Elizabeth Wareham arrived in Greece
to fight for what was hers. But her adversary, Ilios Manos, was like a man carved from
mythology. Ilios would take her body if he had to – he was in that kind of mood.
A Liverpudlian West Side Story, Blood Brothers is the story of twin brothers separated
at birth because their mother cannot afford to keep them both. One of them is given
away to wealthy Mrs Lyons and they grow up as friends in ignorance of their fraternity
until the inevitable quarrel unleashes a blood-bath. Blood Brothers was first performed
at the Liverpool Playhouse in 1983 and subsequently transferred to the Lyric Theatre,
London. It was revived in the West End in 1988 for a long-running production and
opened on Broadway in 1993.
She’d just whispered one word, ‘Please.’
?A story by New York Times bestselling author becomes a comic!?Ruby, the youngest
and most inexperienced of her sisters, went to a party solo one night where she met a
very handsome man, Sander. She ended up going to bed with him. But the following
morning, he totally changed his attitude toward her and kicked her out of his room. Six
years have passed. The only thing that gives her life purpose is her twin sons. Out of
nowhere, Sander appears and tries to take the children away from her, forcing her to
make an bold proposition in order to spite this wealthy man!
Convenient vows...for their baby’s sake!
Nellie has had a crush on her coworker Kent ever since she started working at the
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company. But Kent thinks of her as a little sister. While Nellie secretly hopes that her
feelings will be reciprocated, she learns that he’s being promoted to a spot at the
international branch of the company. In a mere two weeks, no less! Having spent a year
unable to attract Kent’s attention, Nellie decides to do away with her introverted self
and formulate a last-ditch plan to marry her dreamboat!
Penny Jordan needs no introduction as arguably the most recognisable name writing
for Mills & Boon. We have celebrated her wonderful writing with a special collection,
many of which for the first time in eBook format and all available right now.
Still, to say that it all began when Sophie Mol came to Ayemenem is only one way of
looking at it . . . It could be argued that it actually began thousands of years ago. Long
before the Marxists came. Before the British took Malabar, before the Dutch
Ascendancy, before Vasco da Gama arrived, before the Zamorin’s conquest of Calicut.
Before Christianity arrived in a boat and seeped into Kerala like tea from a teabag. That
it really began in the days when the Love Laws were made. The laws that lay down who
should be loved, and how. And how much.
The Housekeeper What right did Argentinian billionaire Rafael Cruz have to demand
her in his bed? Housekeeper Louisa Grey had managed his homes impeccably. She
had dressed soberly, behaved courteously, barely even smiled. She’d catered to his
every appetite – except...
No further information has been provided for this title.

MARRIAGE: TO CLAIM HIS TWINSHarlequin ComicsHarlequin / SB Creative
Kellie Petralia, soon to be exwife of Greek billionaire Leandros, is miraculously
pregnant with twins!
Silas Marner is the third novel by George Eliot, published in 1861. An outwardly
simple tale of a linen weaver, it is notable for its strong realism and its
sophisticated treatment of a variety of issues ranging fromReligionto
industrialisation to community.
Nina's been left holding the baby, now her evil twin—who attempted to trap a
wealthy playboy by getting pregnant—has passed away. Marc Marcello wants his
brother's child—but, he mistakes prim librarian Nina for her trampy twin. Nina
poses as her sister to protect the baby she loves. She'll let Marc buy her as his
bride….
A royal wedding to claim his twins!
Passion has a double price ... Alexander Konstantinakos has discovered that one
passionate night in Manchester had its consequences: two, to be precise. Out of
the blue he's turned up on Ruby Wareham's doorstep--to take his twin sons back
to Greece! Ruby's shocked that she's still so attracted to the dark, sexy and
powerful Alexander! She's afraid she might lose her beautiful boys, whom she's
struggled to bring up on her own, but maybe there's a solution ... Can she wed
Sander--a virtual stranger--and live as his wife, and in his bed?"
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